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Abstract: Requirements change management is a vital part of software project management. The existing literature on requirements change focuses on its technical aspects and is less concerned with the combination of personnel and technology. Few studies have focused on predicting and preventing changes in requirements and finding change predictors from the sociotechnical viewpoint. In this study, we examined prediction and prevention mechanisms of requirements volatility based on the analysis of change causes by stressing both the human and technical roles. Two case studies (a questionnaire and an interview) were done to validate the study. An online questionnaire was used to quantitatively analyze and explain the significance of human factors, including the emotional characteristics of developers. The result of the interview was applied to qualitatively illustrate the necessity and importance of effectively constructing and managing project teams to decrease the requirements change rate and enhance the software success rate. The prediction and prevention model established in this study was validated by a model called "3P + 2C", described in the interview. The paper concludes by suggesting to researchers four practical issues around the proposed model for further study.
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1. Introduction

Software requirements always change over time in response to the dynamically evolving demands of clients, stakeholders, organizations, policies, and the market environment [1]. Much attention has been given to the measurement and management of requirements changes throughout the software lifecycle [1]-[3]. A variety of methods and approaches have been proposed in the literature, including the classification and identification of change causes [2], [4]-[6]; conceptual ontology models of the requirements change process [5]; the rate of additions, deletions, and modifications of a set of requirements in a specific time[1]; change impact analysis [1], [7]–[10]; specific methods to minimize the impact of requirements change[8]; strategies for managing changes[11]; and the agile method, which addresses direct communications and extensive collaboration between customers and delivery teams [6].

More sophisticated techniques for managing requirements changes include formal methods and tools [12]; tools to measure requirements quality features and to evaluate automated requirements tools [13]; quantitative measurement of the quality of requirements[10]; evaluation of requirements change impact prediction tools[9]; and recently, the application by Knauss et al. [3] of just-in-time approaches to manage
nonfunctional requirements in agile projects based on the viewpoint of knowledge management.

However, few studies have focused on change prediction and prevention. This is probably the main reason that requirements change is still a critical factor affecting the software success rate, which has lingered at approximately 29% for the last 25 years [14]. Another reason is the lack of empirical studies throughout the area of software engineering, which has tended to use subjective information instead of solid empirical data [15]. A third reason is that most treatments in the literature of requirements volatility or changes are biased toward technical means and pay less attention to sociotechnical aspects [6].

This study aimed to build a sociotechnical approach based on a cause–effect analysis of the efforts to improve project teams’ abilities to predict and prevent requirements changes. This approach was supported by two case studies. One provided arguments for emphasizing the importance of human factors in software development and management processes, and another supported the validation of the change prediction and prevention model established in the study.

2. Acquisition of Empirical Data and Adoption of Analytical Methods

This research used two case studies: a questionnaire and an interview.

2.1. Questionnaire

The questionnaire was an online survey carried out from www.wjx.com during the period of June 11 through July 10, 2018. The purpose was to determine the influence of human factors on software firms in China’s Guangdong Province. Forty multiple-choice questions were asked, and each provided a maximum of 20 different answer choices. There were 323 valid responders from different companies all over the province, especially around the Pearl River Delta region.

The results were used to determine the significance of human roles in software development and management. The survey data were processed and analyzed by the arithmetic mean: the number of participants divided by total responders.

2.2. Interview

The interview was done in late July 2018 in a reputable software development company, ZZSDC of Guangzhou, China, which had been formed in 2001. ZZSDC specializes in developing e-government affairs systems. Its qualifications include ISO 9001, Capability Maturity Model Integration, and government certification as a national high-tech enterprise of China. In the interview, we asked for information about how ZZSDC implements software project risk management, including requirements change management and project teams management.

The material gleaned from this interview was summarized and qualitatively analyzed in detail by induction.

3. Importance of the Human Factor in Software Development Management

3.1. The Critical Factor in All Causes of Requirements Change

The identification of change causes in requirements has been identified as a way to implement a defensive management strategy[10]. Fig. 1 shows a hierarchical identification model of change causes [16].

The first level contains six top-level elements, each of which is decomposed into more concrete subcauses. This process was continued until it reached the bottom subcauses (inner causes) which were explicit requirements problems such as redundancy, incompleteness, and semantic ambiguity [4]. Of all factors, the one of stakeholders was the most important, especially the project teams, as shown in Fig. 2.

3.2. Human Factors Affecting the Success Rate of Software

Managing requirements variability lies in managing people [6], [11], [14], [17]. The three main problems or constraints caused by people that could cause volatile requirements have been found to be11) 1) cognitive constraints and lack of experience, knowledge, or both; 2) difficulties in or barriers to communication; and 3)
emotional and relational problems or constraints. Emotion management has already caught the attention of the software development community. The 2015 CHAOS report of the Standish Group set “Emotion Maturity” as one of the ten CHAOS factors of success, being rated at 15 points (the highest value), the same significance as Executive Sponsorship, User Involvement, and Optimization [18]. More than 30 years ago, Frederick Brooks said [19] “the quality of the people on a project, and their organization and management, are much more important factors in the success than are the tools they use or the technical approaches they take.” Here, “the quality of the people” could be interpreted as not only the experience and knowledge of the personnel, but also their emotional characteristics. However, in reality software companies place little emphasis on emotional problems [10]. Much more research is still required on managing the emotional problems of stakeholders, especially project team members. What emotional factors are important in software development and its management processes? A recent online survey (see Section 2.1) found the answers shown in Table 1.

![Fig. 1. Causes of requirements changes.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Interaction of causes of requirements changes.](image2)
Table 1. Emotional Factors in SD and the Management Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Pct. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working with full enthusiasm</td>
<td>70.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good communication skills</td>
<td>68.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning from outstanding people</td>
<td>64.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining a stable mood</td>
<td>61.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>60.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calmly and steadily handling things</td>
<td>59.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy learning</td>
<td>54.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quickly plunging into work</td>
<td>40.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimistic</td>
<td>39.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>37.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>27.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good temper</td>
<td>17.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1From a questionnaire conducted in 2018 in Guangdong Province, China.

2Pct. (%) is an arithmetical mean: the number of responders divided by total responders (323).

Table 1 shows that "Working with full enthusiasm" got the highest percentage of responses. However, how can employee enthusiasm be stimulated? Maciaszek and Liong [20] thought that the project managers and leaders should be well selected and comprise those who “know how and when to manage and how and when to lead” and motivate people. They also said that “communication is the activity of exchanging information and knowledge.” For project team members, good communication skills were mandatory, which was confirmed by our survey.

Table 2 shows the human factors that affected software development success. It shows that "inexperienced developers" and "insufficient support and involvement from the customer organizations" were crucial factors that affected the success rate, which were truly coincided with the 2014 CHAOS report of the Standish Group [21].

Table 2. Human Factors Affecting the Success Rate of Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Pct. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project managers lacked leadership skills</td>
<td>18.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inexperienced project managers</td>
<td>28.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers’ professional knowledge was incomplete</td>
<td>30.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled developers</td>
<td>43.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inexperienced developers</td>
<td>48.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers were not good problem-solvers</td>
<td>26.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of effective communication between team members</td>
<td>32.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of engagement, morale, and job satisfaction</td>
<td>21.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers were not very responsible</td>
<td>31.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job roles change frequently</td>
<td>30.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee turnover</td>
<td>34.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key employee turnover</td>
<td>43.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate training</td>
<td>17.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of good communication between developers and customers</td>
<td>32.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enough customer involvement</td>
<td>25.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient support and involvement from customer organizations</td>
<td>45.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Establishing A Prediction and Prevention Model of Requirements Change Driven by Project Team Improvement

4.1. Related Works
Little research has been done on predicting and preventing requirements change. Loconsole and Börstler [22] proposed predicting requirements volatility by using the size of the requirements (number of lines in a requirements document) as the predictor. They alleged that their method for constructing prediction models could be applied to any software company. However, if requirements documents were not available or complete, their method could not be applied, and a single predictor could actually play a very minor role. Park et al. [23] explored the key requirements attributes from stories to predict possible changes (potential defects) in requirements specifications. They found two predictors: the number of indirect stakeholders and the number of related stories. It could be seen that [22], [23] shared the same predictor: the size of requirements.

Once a requirements change occurred, its propagation or ripple effect would be unexpectedly complicated [24], [25]. Assessing the effects was the task of change impact analysis based on the relations among requirements. There are two categories of relations: 1) A semantic relation built by linguistics [26] or nonclassical logic (such as predicate logic, belief logic, default logic, and paraconsistent logic) [27], [28]; and 2) Trace relations defined by business logic or development methodologies, normally detected by tools [29]–[32]. One task of the impact analysis of requirements change is to predict what other requirements or specifications would be affected by the changing requirements [32]–[35]. One common method is to stress the technical level but not the sociotechnical. That focuses on using explicit knowledge (e.g., requirements documents) instead of tacit knowledge (e.g., experiences of developers). Very little research discusses the control of requirements volatility from the view of social relations except that of Nakatani and Tsumaki [36]. They presented a method of predicting requirements volatility by analyzing the social relations among stakeholders (e.g., executives, competitors, and cooperative organizations), believing that changes in those relations would cause the stakeholders to change their requirements. Janes et al. [10] focused on defensive and reactive strategies by an empirical study. To implement a defensive strategy, they focused on identifying the causes of RC including the factors of human cognitive constraints, communication skills, and emotional problems. In fact, finding change causes was a method of predicting upcoming requirements changes in advance. This would identify harbingers of problems in requirements elicitation and analysis, which would help managers to adopt appropriate prevention and management measures to reduce the number of potential changes and make requirements more stable and complete. However, even if the prevention and management of changes was done strictly and seemed complete, requirements changes could not be avoided; hence, a reactive strategy should be used.

To implement a reactive strategy, Janes et al. introduced two methods: 1) Realizing flexible software solutions such as improving systemic learning, strengthening teamwork and communication, and encouraging proactive thinking; and 2) being flexible in the development process, such as using incremental delivery or an iterative development method.

4.2. Establishing the Model

When discussing the prediction of requirements volatility, multifaceted factors should be taken into account, especially the quality of stakeholders and project teams. However, the approaches cited in Section 1 took only a narrow view to produce predictor(s) by technical means. This study tried to improve the present situation, considering change causes by addressing the key role of stakeholders and project teams, and at the same time using change history documents (a technical part) to build a systematic model to predict and prevent requirements change. Fig. 3 is a schematic of the model DPPMRC for predicting and preventing requirements change by emphasizing the improvement of project teams.

As shown in Fig. 3, DPPMRC was built from a sociotechnical view, using both defensive and reactive strategies to manage requirements.

5. An Interview for Validating dppmrc

For validating the main idea of this paper, the model DPPMRC, an interview was done with the software company ZZSDC (see Section 2.2), whose software success rate has been over 90% in recent years, owing to the implementation of good team management and corporate culture.
5.1. 3P + 2C Model: An Organizational Structure of Human Resources for Projects

The leaders of ZZSDC realized very clearly that people were the drivers for successful software development [14]. They said: "Software development company should learn how to organize people to make software well developed. From beginning to end, we treat every project as a management unit. By using a method called 3P + 2C, a project organizational management structure, to effectively organize people who only apply mature technology in development to make software delivered on time and on budget."

The 3P + 2C organizational architecture contained five different roles: product manager, project manager, program manager, customer manager, and consultant manager. Each project team was created using this pattern, and was made up of five subteams from four departments (Fig. 4).

In ZZSDC, a software project lifecycle (SPL) was normally separated into four phases: negotiation for obtaining a project (NOP); requirements acquisition and analysis (RAA); software design and coding (SDC); and software implementation, testing, and maintenance (SITM).

1) NOP. This was a marketing process led by the marketing and consulting departments. They were responsible for gathering marketing intelligence and building sales channels of customers in government departments; introducing, recommending, and establishing the good reputation of ZZSDC for potential government customers and consulting with representatives of different sectors of the government, such as the finance and tax bureaus.

2) RAA. When a project was agreed upon after the efforts of the marketing personnel and consultants, the product manager and corresponding engineers would play their roles. This was the phase of requirements elicitation, analysis, and design—crucial in the SPL. The product manager and requirements engineers acted as business experts with some knowledge of software engineering and SD. Most of the time they had to communicate with key customers to know what they wanted and how they normally carried out their activities, to learn whatever domain knowledge they may be unfamiliar with,
including laws and policies and the organization structures of the government department. Before SDC, they should know and understand very clearly all business procedures. They should also be able to very precisely extract the essential business aspects and accurately express user requirements using natural language and flowcharts (normally made by tools). This was a very important step in the SPL. If the requirements were not acquired correctly and completely, RC would occur in later phases, rework could not be avoided, and costs would increase greatly.

![An Organizational Structure of Human Resources for Projects](image)

**Fig. 4. 3P + 2C model.**

3) **SDC.** The program manager also had to communicate with customers, although not as frequently as the product manager did, but was required to have more communication with the product manager to help create better designs. If the designs were not reasonable, the system would be wrong no matter how advanced the techniques were, would not satisfy users, and would fail. The program manager and the programmers were encouraged to use appropriate programming languages and techniques, as well as system architecture.

4) **SITM.** The project manager was also called the implementation manager. The software application was developed by iterative and incremental methods, but the implementation manager led the engineers to install, debug, test, and deploy the application. This work was user-oriented. While the system was being implemented, the users were being trained how to use the new or updated system. At the same time, user opinions were collected about usage experiences, interface friendliness, and system response time. The opinions were then submitted to the 3P departments as improvement suggestions for the next release.

The advantages of the 3P + 2C model had three aspects: 1) Subdivided roles and clear responsibilities. In this model, software engineers were divided into requirements engineers, design engineers, programming engineers, testing engineers, implementing engineers, and so forth. Each role had its own specific responsibilities, and the engineers knew clearly what those were. 2) Valuing customer relationships. First, 2C managers were customer-oriented; their duties were to communicate with potential users and to know about their markets and policies. Second, 3P managers also had to communicate with users, especially the project manager, who was in charge of installing, testing, debugging, deploying, and maintaining the software and training the users. 3) Emphasizing requirements acquisition. This model paid much attention to building connections with users, which was effective for eliciting further business requirements. However, more than that, the product manager and the team members were not purely technically oriented. They also had some knowledge about SD and computer science, and they were more like domain experts. They knew the users’ business so well so that they could accurately describe user requirements by natural language and flowcharts and could design interfaces and interactive modes that would be provided to programmers. Their responsibilities were very crucial for the later
phases of SD and the success of software that could satisfy users. To become domain experts they had to learn. When a new project started for a new domain, such as a system of safety and supervision for a government financial department, they had to learn and study in depth the pertinent policies and laws of the government, the organizational architecture of the department’s safety and supervision department, the methods of carrying out the business, and so forth. These responsibilities were very important for decreasing and preventing RC, enhancing the stability and completeness of requirements, and guiding software projects to success.

Also, the high success rates in ZZSDC were not just a matter of luck but were the outcome of a well-managed process. ZZSDC advocated 1) using mature technologies in SD that the employees had thoroughly mastered; 2) focusing on building the enterprise culture and regular project management as well as knowledge management; and 3) paying attention to humanistic care, the staff's sense of belonging, and personnel training, which could help to prevent the crises of experienced-staff turnover.

By the way 3P + 2C was implemented, it could be seen that the model was a distinct implementation of DPPMRC, except for the organization and project features parts. Those parts were carried out implicitly, however, because for the 17 years since 2001, ZZSDC did only one thing: develop e government systems for many provinces in China. The executives were highly educated in computer science and very experienced in SD, so they could easily assess the size and complexity of the projects and knew their potential competitors very well.

Because 3P + 2C could be considered a prototype of DPPMRC, a consequence of this interview is that it demonstrated that DPPMRC is effective.

5.2. Getting Executive Support

Another important element in ZZSDC’s success in SD was its strong efforts to get executive support from user organizations. This effort was especially necessary in China, where nepotism and bureaucracy were still prevalent. Executive support was important in ensuring that the final product would meet expectations.

6. Significance

This study discovered that the current method of analyzing requirements changes underemphasizes the human role, consideration of which could be beneficial for establishing the prediction and prevention mechanism of volatility and changes in requirements. After a theoretical analysis guided by a sociotechnical view and studying two strategies of managing requirements change and two case studies, we built and validated the systematic model DPPMRC for predicting and preventing changes. This study could help researchers to find critical areas of comprehensive and practical prediction and prevention of requirements changes. This may also assist in creating a new methodological theory on requirements change management based on socio-technological theory.

7. Conclusion and Future Studies

This paper shares the results of two case studies for supporting the arguments and main subject of this study: establishing a systematic approach to actively manage requirements changes based on emphasizing the skills, abilities, and technical knowledge of personnel.

Future work would entail: First, continuing to test the effectiveness and availability of PPMRC by using it in a real software development environment; second, applying the main idea of PPMRC to improve software companies’ project risk management and project team management; third, extending and tailoring it to make an enhanced version; and finally, either turning it into a practical software tool, integrating it into current requirements management tools, or both.
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